
OUTER SHELL: The outer shell is made of lightweight fiberglass. The shell is offered in sizes small, medium, large, and extra large. 
There is an integral or a snap on visor that comes with the helmet. The edge of the shell is finished with a tough molded metal 
core scuff-proof edging. The shell finish is made of a Polane and Urethane that helps prevent chips in the paint. The shell is avail-
able in a wide array of standard as well as custom colors. The paint is protected by a clear hard coat, scratch-resistant coating.  

LINER: The interior of the outer shell is lined with a dual-density EPS/Urethane semi-resilient material of approximate .90” thick-
ness. Liner material to be unaffected by temperatures ranging from +14°F to +122°F. The 
liner is sealed off by an inner, semi-rigid, floating A.B.S. Plastic shell of .030” or more wall 
thickness which allows thorough sanitation and prevents indiscriminate deterioration of the 
liner.

SUPERIOR VENTING: Accomplished by several different options. All Vented helmets have 
an Air Channeled Interior that permits cool air circulation across the entire head. Whether 
front vents, rear exhaust vents, or 4 top vents, the helmet provides effective cooling for all 
riding conditions.

SUSPENSION: Within the inner shell are three different interior choices all allowing ventila-
tion and are adjustable to all common head sizes. The three interior choices available are: 
(1) Adjustable Headband with a suspended crown pad; (2) Cushion Pad interior with Velcro 
attached sizing pads; (3) Foam Padded interior comfort liner. Interiors shall be removable for 
cleaning and replacement. 

RETENTION: Sewn naugahyde shaped as a letter “Y” to allow hearing, and is riveted to the 
outer shell. The throat strap is made of nylon tubular webbing that utilizes a Comfort Throat 
Sleeve, adjustable fastener and quick release snap fastener. Quick release buckles are 
also available and provide instant release. A nape strap on the back of the harness is also 
included on the helmet. This strap eliminates the rolling of the helmet forward or backward 
keeping the helmet completely secure on the head while performing duties. The harness has provisions for Velcro attachment of 
accessories such as ear muffs, and foul weather adapters.

VISOR: Model S1616 features an integral visor while the Model S1617 has a snap-on visor. Rank bands are available in gold or 
silver. 

TACTICAL DUTY ACCESSORIES: The helmet has provisions to attach riot gear such as face shield and ear/neck protector. 
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DUAL PURPOSE RIDING & RIOT HELMET

S-5005G SR Shield
S-5026 Shield

S-5005G E Shield

All Seer Mounted Helmets come with provisions to attach Riot 
Faceshields and Tactical Duty Ear and Neck Protectors. The S-5005 
Shields ($30) are the most common riot shields used. The S-5005G SR 
Shield snaps onto the front of the helmet and uses a thumbscrew and 
an integrally installed Tric Nut to secure the shield to the shell. The Tric 
Nut is installed into the fiberglass shell during manufacturing. When the 
shield is not on, the tric nut virtually disappears. There are no cumber-
some brackets for retention of this shield. The S-5005G E Shield snaps 
onto the front of the helmet and has an elastic band that helps hold 
the shield in place. The S-5026 Shield ($37) clips onto the front of the 
helmet. This shield utilizes the Thumbscrew and Tric Nut attachment. 
The S-5026 has a liquid beak seal that protects the Officers face from 

foreign liquids during riot situations. The S-1286 Tactical Duty Guard ($28) is a hard plastic protector that 
snaps on the outside of the harness. The foam on the inside helps cushion the Officers face in the event 
of a blow. The Seer Riot Package (S-1000, $58) combines your choice of shield (S-5005G E or SR) with a 
Tactical Duty Guard, and also includes a helmet cover for 
riot situations. 



Seer Mounted Helmets have many different 
options when it comes to cooling. All vented 
helmets have Air Channeled Interiors. These air 
channels allow the air to circulate without re-
strictions. The vents allow for maximum air flow 
by having no restrictions between the outside air 
and the wearers head. There are three differ-
ent venting options: 1) Front Vents; 2) Front and 
Rear Vents; 3) Four Top Vents. 

1) Two Front Vents are positioned right above 
the eye brows. They allow air intake and circula-
tion on the inside of the helmet.

2) Front and Rear Vents work together to draw 
air in through the front and exhaust the hot air 
out the rear of the helmet.

3) Four Top Vents allow for maximum hot air 
exhaustion off the top of the head.

All of the above options are available on the Seer 
Mounted Helmet. For those climates that are hot 
in the summer and cold in the winter, optional 
slide vents are a great option. Call for vent option 
information and pricing.

OPTION 3:

COOLING & VENTILATION

OPTION 2:

OPTION 1:



Increase Officer safety with Mounted Helmet Comm Kits. The Single or Dual Speaker 
Setcom Helmet Kit allows the officer to communicate and listen more clearly, using 
their current portable radio, while keeping the helmet on. This setup requires: 
S-9099-2 Adapter, KE-13 Helmet Kit (Single Speaker, or Dual Speaker), and Super 
(Shoulder) Mic. Call for more information.

MOUNTED HELMET COMMUNICATIONS



MOUNTED HELMET ACCESSORIES

Seer Mounted Helmets can be 
equipped at any time with the 
optional, removable Foul Weather 
Adapter (S-1282 $26). This Fur 
Lined accessory attaches with 
Velcro on the inside of the har-
ness to cover your ears and the 
back of your neck in inclement 
weather.

DEPARTMENT SPECIFICATIONS
Since each Seer Mounted Helmet is made one at a time, by hand, there is no minimum 
order quantity. This allows us to make each helmet superior. Whether it is custom paint/
trim options, pinstripe, or department decals, we make the helmet to Department specifica-
tions. During manufacturing we can apply department supplied decals to the helmet, and 
clearcoat over it. We also have reflective tape ($12) that helps increase officer visibility. Call 
for more information. 

Seer Mounted Helmets can be 
equipped at any time with the op-
tional, removable Ear Muffs 
(S-1275 $24). This Fur Lined ac-
cessory attaches with Velcro on 
the inside of the harness. It cov-
ers your ears and helps to keep 
them warm in inclement weather.



MOUNTED UNITS
Many Mounted Units across North America trust Seer Mounted Helmets for their 
officers. Such departments include: Denver, Los Angeles County, Las Vegas Metro, Chica-
go, Massachusetts State Police, Boston Police, Boston Park Rangers, Toronto, Vancouver, 
Baton Rouge, St Louis, Indianapolis, Kansas City, Harris County TX, Louisville KY, Ft Lauder-
dale, Minneapolis, Memphis, Ascension Parish, Allen County OH and many others. 
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